
S e t t e c e n t o
 

CLASSIC BOAT

PRIVATE BOAT TOURS



Settecento is a classic wooden boat from 1959. It was
completely restored in 2022 and is now operating on
the coast of Slovenia, Italy and Croatia as a private
luxury boat, offering unforgettable experiences to  the
guests. 

Classic boats are known as a symbol of elegance and
perfection, an iconic status that persist in time,
renovating day by day by the myth of Dolce Vita.
Enjoy the luxury coast experience on board and
admire the most beautiful sights, villas and beaches
while sipping a glass of best sparkling wine!

Our private cruise are tailor made and will lead you
discovering all most beautiful places such as Piran,
Miramare castle and secret places on the coast which
are accessible only from the sea. 

Should it be a private tour, a special occasion, a
celebration, surprise for your loved ones, a chill day at
the sea or a day of exploring, Settecento is the perfect
and exclusive solution.

These luxury tours will literally leave you speechless.
The best way to remember your holidays on Slovenian
coast forever!
 

Settecento
 

Enjoy the Slovenian coast with iconic
classic speedboat, l ive the life of elegance

and perfection while admiring all most
famous sights. 



Romance: 2 hours

Pickup & Dropoff: anywhere between Izola and Piran city 
Enjoy all the stunning “must-sees” aboard one of the most
stylish boat 
English speaking captain
Water, prosecco & fruit included
max. 6 guests

A 2-hour tour aboard the classic boat Settecento. This tour is ideal
if you are looking for the sweet 2 hours you will never forget. We
will show you the most beautiful places and historic sights of the
coast.

 

 450 Eur

Pickup & Dropoff: anywhere between Izola and Piran city 
Enjoy all the stunning “must-sees” aboard one of the most
stylish boats 
Customisable trip upon wishes ( locations)
English speaking captain
Water, prosecco & fruit included
max. 6 guests

A 4-hour tour aboard the classic boat Settecento. This tour is ideal
if you are looking to spend some time on the sea and feel the vibe
of our beautiful coast. We will show you the most beautiful places
and historic sights and you will get some time for swimming.

 

from 650 Eur

SEa explorer:  4 hours

*price depends of the
locations you choose



Pickup & Dropoff: anywhere between Izola and Piran city 
Enjoy all the stunning “must-sees” aboard one of the most
stylish boats 
Customisable trip upon wishes ( locations)
English speaking captain
Dine in a restaurant by the sea 
Water, prosecco & fruit included
Latest drop off: 7 p.m. 
max. 6 guests

A full tour aboard the vintage boat Settecento. This tour is ideal if
you are looking to spend some time on the sea and feel the vibe of
our beautiful coast. We will show you the most beautiful places and
historic sights and you will get some time for swimming and
chilling.

 

from 1050 Eur

full day aboard 

*price depends of the
locations you choose

Pickup & Dropoff: anywhere between Izola and Piran city 
Enjoy all the stunning “must-sees” aboard one of the most
stylish boats 
Customisable trip upon wishes ( locations)
English speaking captain 
Water, Moet Champagne & fruit included
drop off: until the dark 
max. 6 guests

Spend the most magical part of the day aboard the classic boat
Settecento. This tour is ideal if you are looking to spend some most  
incredible time watching the sunset on the sea and feel the vibe of
" La Bella Vita" - " The beautiful life".  

 

the golden hour

from 550 Eur
*price depends of the
locations you choose




